Hiring/Resource Event 2021

Wednesday, November 10th
10 AM – 2 PM

Civilians, Veterans, and active-duty military members are invited to the Pistons Hoops for Troops Hiring/Resource Event supported by United Wholesale Mortgage where you can interact with corporate resources, governmental agencies and non-profit organizations. Throughout the day corporate recruiters will be discussing employment opportunities, and governmental and non-profit agencies will be providing information about benefits and resources for all attendees. The information they provide will benefit the families by enhancing their access to career, economic, health, and benefit resources. This event is open to the public. All military personnel and spouses that participate will receive entry to the Hoops For Troops Hiring/Resource Event, the Battle of the Branches Tournament and the Hoops For Troops game when the Pistons take on the Indiana Pacers on WED. NOV. 17th at 7 PM.

ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST HAVE VALID IDENTIFICATION

REGISTER AT
PISTONS.COM/H4TATTENDEERSVP